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the winwedge suite the main program in the winwedge suite is the
data acquisition and presentation program. this program has all of
the features of the popular measuring, instrumentation and control

applications you are already familiar with such as: measuring
instruments, tests and & measurements, automation, point of sale
displays, barcode scanners, ip (internet protocol) data acquisition,
modbus/tcp/ip adapters, electrical engineering and electric control
hardware including automation systems, gps and plc programmers,

networking, mobile workstations and web applications. the
winwedge suite also has a number of additional programs that let

you do some things that you couldn't do with just the data
acquisition program: data input & creation, data conversion, data
management, data base & reports, dynamic data exchange, and

custom workstations. you can call any of these additional programs
from any of the different programs in the winwedge suite or just
invoke them from the command window. innovative solutions for

today's industrial facility managers winwedge has been designed to
meet the needs of today's industrial facility managers who are

managing large numbers of remote data acquisition and
presentation systems. the winwedge pro license allows your users to

use winwedge without the installation and maintenance costs
required of a full-featured data acquisition or presentation software
package. our oem licensing plan offers a reduced cost purchasing
option for industrial facility managers. since winwedge pro only

requires a single license, you get the tools you need to install at a
fraction of the cost of a full-featured data acquisition and

presentation package while maximizing your investment. the cost
savings increase with the number of installations.
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